The combination of genome sequence and structure, its annotation and experimental data in an accessible and comprehensible way is a major challenge. Increasingly, there are a large number of extremely divergent data sets: the sequence itself, genes, regulatory regions, various forms of reoccurring sequence features and clone sets etc. Currently, one possibility to represent this information in a visual form - and thus to reveal its scientific meaning - is to use genome browsers such as "Ensembl" or "The UCSC Genome Browser". These browsers have been beneficial in the understanding of the complex organization of genomes. However, there are also huge limitations concerning their focus on linear presentation, standardized input and data bank accessibility. Also customisability by a remote user with special requirements is difficult. Therefore, the GLOBE-Consortium has developed the next generation genome viewer - the GLOBE 3D-Viewer - to visualize multi-dimensional data sets from various sources in an easy intuitive manner while accounting for the complexity of genome organization. Together with an easily accessible data-warehouse for archiving (un-)published experimental data and the Erasmus Computing Grid (ECG) for fast interactive large-scale (correlative) analysis the GLOBE-Consortium creates an intuitive holistic environment for genome research. Thus, the GLOBE 3D-Viewer sets the new standard to integrate complex genomic data sets within a single holistic display system and thus is major advance for scientific and clinical genome research.

Rational behind the GLOBE 3D-Viewer

The GLOBE 3D-Viewer is based on many a basic rational driven by the complex nature of genome organization in general and by the diverse individual research and diagnostic data types in particular. Thus, the key features of the GLOBE 3D-Viewer are:

- flexibility, customisability, intuitive navigation
- real-time interaction and analysis
- dynamic scaling, semantic zooming, and object arrangement
- visualization of extremely large data sets and multi-dimensional data
- bridging all scales of genome organization from sequence to morphology

Capabilities of the Prototype GLOBE 3D-Viewer
The GLOBE 3D-Viewer allows the integration of all possible linear and structural genomic types of information from the DNA sequence to complete genomes in a three-dimensional environment. Genomic elements are visualized in a flexible and customisable manor and can be arranged in relation to each other as desired. The navigation within this three-dimensional space is intuitive and resembles the virtual environments of flight simulators or architectural planning tools. This supports also rapid resolution change, i.e. zooming-out from the base pair to the whole-genome level is possible within an eye-glimpse using fly-in/out paradigm while including appearance or relational positioning changes of genetic elements. The GLOBE 3D-Viewer is capable of relating extremely large numbers of genomic elements and multi-dimensional data-sets to each other with inbuilt analysis running in real-time.

In addition, the GLOBE 3D-Viewer is able to present the three-dimensional organisation of genomes from base pair resolution to complete chromosomes. This allows the direct projection of linear genomic information on its real three-dimensional spatial architecture for the first time.

The GLOBE 3D-Viewer integrates e.g. the following genomic and experimental elements or data types in a three-dimensional virtual environment:

- **Genomic information types:** Syndromes, break-points, duplicons, repeat regions, epigenetic annotations, genes and single nucleotide polymorphisms.
- **Structural genome features:** Chromosomes, ideogram bands, chromatin loops, chromatin fiber conformation, nucleosomes, DNA double helix.
- **Experimental genome features:** Bacterial Artificial Chromosomes, Yeast Artificial Chromosomes, Fosmids, genomic and proteomic arrays, restriction sites, oligomers, primers.
- **Genomic experiment types:** 3D fluorescence in-situ hybridization (3D-FISH), Metaphase fluorescence in-situ hybridization (M-FISH), comparative genome hybridisation (CGH), expression profiling, quantitative polymerase chain reaction (QPCR).

The GLOBE 3D-Viewer creates entire new possibilities in the visualization in the holistic properties of genomes. It opens new perspectives for future research leading to a better understanding of genomes and their system biological aspects. This is of major importance in respect to advanced diagnostics and ultimate disease treatments.

**Opportunities of the GLOBE 3D-Viewer**

The GLOBE 3D-Viewer creates a new intuitive virtual environment to show for the first the enormous complexity of genomes in a single display. This leads to an all encompassing understanding of genomes and opens exciting new opportunities in every aspect of scientific, clinical, education as well as commercial applications:

- **Scientists** benefit from easier planning and experimental analysis as well as hypothesis building and better comprehension of genomic function.
- **Diagnostic users** benefit from a better overview of their diagnostic tasks and the evaluation of the results including patient counselling and treatment.
- **Educators and publishers** benefit from enhanced presentation of genome organisation and function in classrooms or e-publications.
- **Commercial applicants** benefit from improved planning of new products, their in test, increased sales as well as more appealing marketing of their products.

In summary, the GLOBE 3D-Viewer offers the opportunity to understand genomes on the necessary system-biological level for the first time, and thus sets the new standard for genome browsers for scientific and clinical research and as well as for unseen possibilities concerning educational and commercial purposes. Therefore, the GLOBE 3D-Viewer creates also unrivalled chances for world-wide introduction generating a sustainable revenue stream.
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